RMF in Nepali News: Kavre District and Arupokhari Aid Praised by Locals
Article 1
Publication: Kavre Post
Date: December 4, 2016
Translation: Wheelchair Distribution in Madan Kundari

Madan Kundari – Wheelchairs have been distributed in a remote village of the Kavre district: Madan Kundari. On
Friday, December 2nd, 2016, wheelchairs were distributed to 9 physically disabled people of Madan Kundari. The
program, organized by the Madan Kundari Health Post, was chaired by Mr. Jhamka Gautam, the chairperson of
the Health Post Management Committee. The program was conducted by the chief of the health post, Mr. Tej
Bahadur Ghising.
Mr. Ganesh Shrestha was the chief guest and the program administrator. He is the Nepal representative for the
organization that donated the wheelchairs, Real Medicine Foundation. Mr. Shrestha expressed his happiness to
be able to provide medical supplies and equipment to remote areas east of Koshi in Kavre district.
The chairman of Madan Kundari Health Post, Mr. Jhamka Gautam, expressed that he expects to receive similar
humanitarian help from Real Medicine Foundation in the days to come as well. The program administrator and
representative of Real Medicine Foundation, Mr. Ganesh Shrestha, has committed to providing assistance on the
request. He also informed us of the five-year plan being developed to benefit 8 Village Development Committees
(VDCs) east of Koshi in Kavre district.
The physically disabled, their guardians, and their representatives were provided with 7 wheelchairs, and the 2
individuals who were not able to be present at the program received wheelchairs when representatives visited
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their homes. Also, 5 wheelchairs were previously distributed through the assistance of Real Medicine Foundation
in Dhuseni Shivalaya. Similarly, we were informed that wheelchairs were also sent to Gothpani, Pokhari Chauri,
Kotali, and Birta Deurali through the program.
During the program, the welcome speech was given by Mr. Norbu Lama, a member of the Madan Kundari Health
Post Management Committee. Mr. Basudev Dhakal, Chief of Gothpani Health Post, praised the humanitarian
support. Similarly, Mr. Balkrishna Gautam, acting Chief of Dhuseni Shivalaya Health Post who works as a
coordinator for a medical equipment distribution program in the Koshi area, praised the exemplary role played by
Real Medicine Foundation after a massive earthquake.
Original article:
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Article 2
Publication: Daraudi National Daily
Author: Santosh Adhikari
Date: December 16, 2016
Translation: Villagers’ Beloved Clinic!

Health worker checking patients

Mr. Motilal Shrestha, a 96-year-old man from Arupokhari 2, reached clinic out of breath. It took him 15 minutes
walking uphill from Arupokhari 1, Saat Dobate to reach the clinic, which is operated by Real Medicine Foundation
in coordination with the villagers. He is also the oldest person in the village. After taking a rest when he reached
the clinic, he told us, “With old age, I am suffering from asthma and cold coughs. I am here to get a checkup with
the doctor.” Health worker Bishnu Sharma is the “doctor” that Mr. Shrestha is talking about. Including Mr.
Shrestha, dozens of villagers also come there to receive health services at the clinic.
A local resident, Ram Bahadur Baram, says, “If there was no Bishnu, sir, many of the villagers would die a
premature death. In fact, there is a government health post here, but it is too far. Health workers are also not
always available in the health post. So, either we have to go to Arughat or to Gorkha Bazar. This clinic has saved
many people’s lives here.” The RMF clinic’s two other staff members, Mr. Sharma and Staff Nurse Binita Sapkota,
are providing 24-hour service to people, says Baram.
Real Medicine Foundation has been providing services since last January in the building, which they renovated
after it was damaged by the earthquake. The villagers provided the land for the building in which the foundation
is operating. Real Medicine Foundation says that it is planning to work for five years in the village in health and
other sectors: “Until now, we have been serving the people here only through this clinic, but now we will also help
with the livelihood of the people here. We are preparing to bring forward different projects after assessing the
needs of the people and receiving project ideas from the locals. We have the help and support of the people for
the clinic we are running. Our organization works by request of the people,” said the representative of Real
Medicine Foundation Nepal, Mr. Ganesh Shrestha. While buying medicines in the clinic, patients pay 25 percent
less than the price marked on the packet.
Mr. Bishnu Sharma, the clinic in-charge, informed us that the money received from the sale of medicines is spent
in the presence of the committee that was formed while establishing the clinic. The chairman of the management
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committee said that the money for the medicine is collected in order to continue the services even after help from
Real Medicine Foundation stops. He said that the clinic is available for the people, whether they are injured by the
earthquake or they get sick at other times.
According to Ale, since the government health post is not suitably located and the health worker is not always
available, people love this clinic. A new building is being built after the clinic’s building was damaged by the
earthquake. RMF is building the new building for the clinic. The land for the building was made available by the
community, said Mr. Shrestha, who is the Nepal Program Manager for RMF. Mr. Shrestha had just discussed the
new building and the new programs of Real Medicine Foundation with the community.
According to Mr. Shrestha, the clinic is being built with a birthing center too. But the villagers would like a birthing
center with a lab. People from Arupokhari, Pandrung, Panch Khuwa Deurali wards 2 & 1, and Tandrang VDC are
the ones who benefit from the clinic.
Original article:
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